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ABOUT SONNEMAN - A WAY OF LIGHT
As the American leader of sophisticated contemporary lighting,
SONNEMAN – A Way of Light enjoys a reputation for exemplifying the best
in Modern design.
Robert Sonneman, “Lighting's Modern Master,” pioneered Modern lighting in
the 1960s and ‘70s, making it an art form. Acclaimed for clean lines and his
alliance to form and function, he has been at the forefront of Modern design
for five decades. Many of his award-winning designs have become classics of
the Modern era.
Sonneman’s approach to design is inspired by the compelling logic of a good
idea well executed, with simplicity and clarity of purpose. His designs extend
through the Modern architectural and decorative genres of the 20th Century
and forward to the contemporary diversity of the 21st.
The company’s design and marketing activities are based in Larchmont, NY.
SONNEMAN products are distributed throughout the United States and
internationally. Distribution is through lighting showroom and e-commerce
partners, as well as through design specification and commercial and
hospitality projects.

cubix

TM

modular architectural illumination

Cubix brings scalability, volume, and constructive
interest to architectural illumination. Arrayed in precisely
interconnected relationships, these suspended cubes
are joined to each other by a shared leg on each frame.

systems
See all of our systems at www.sonnemanawayoflight.com

coral surface

TM

Flowing sculptural shapes connect
clusters of luminaires across wall or
ceiling surfaces in this organically
modern system of light.

purolinear 360

TM

Purolinear 360 can transition between wall
and ceiling mounting using corner connectors,
as shown, providing an unbroken path of
directable linear illumination throughout a
space. Light can be directed in 360 degrees of
rotation around its axis.

systems
See all of our systems at www.sonnemanawayoflight.com

constellation®
hedron

TM

constellation®
cosmic cube

TM

constellation®
andromeda

TM

systems
See all of our systems at www.sonnemanawayoflight.com

Connected in linear strands, a dramatically
suspended array of LED hubs forms the
geometry of a bold cube of dazzling luminance.

nebula

TM

proton

TM

This delicately scaled but inherently
strong connection of rigid triangular forms
describes the achievement of structural
volume from minimal elements.

architectural
See all of our architectural collections at www.sonnemanawayoflight.com

ilios
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malibu discs

TM

jax

TM

keel

TM

tela

TM

torc
aureola

TM

architectural
See all of our architectural collections at www.sonnemanawayoflight.com

TM

The movement of offset arcs rotate
in suspension to form a modern
interplay of deconstruction.

movile

TM

vines

TM

Organically sweeping curves undulate in
flowing vine-like configurations on which
illuminated glass seedpods extend from
the softly intersecting branches.

sculptural
See all of our sculptural collections at www.sonnemanawayoflight.com

abstraction

TM

papillons

TM

parisone

TM

meclisse

TM

Circular medallions shield an
LED illuminated core, reflecting
dazzling illumination through
the planes of a ribbed glass
disc. Suspended from lariats as
singles or clustered in multiples,
Meclisse pendants rotate freely
to form stunning arrays of
spectacular arrangements.

friso

TM

multi-forms
See all of our multi-forms collections at www.sonnemanawayoflight.com

plaza

TM

tuo

TM

keel

TM

gessato

bath
See all of our bath and vanity collections at www.sonnemanawayoflight.com

TM

A beautifully scaled, sensuous
elliptical form flows fluidly from
its sculptured mounting, emitting
its brightness through the clear ribs
of a white oval acrylic shade.

dotwave

TM

backgate

TM

Rolling one edge of the wall
plate over forms the illumination
cavity and allows directional
light to graze and reflect across
the face of the plate. The
intersecting offset plane is
commentary on the sculptural
industrial aesthetic.

inside-out®
See all of our inside-out collections at www.sonnemanawayoflight.com

kengo

mezza vetro

TM

tairu

TM

flue

TM

Dramatically powerful in scale
and presence, these bold pipes
make a strong statement about
the materials and details of the
industrial aesthetic.

tawa

TM

incavo

inside-out®
See all of our inside-out collections at www.sonnemanawayoflight.com
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SEE THE LIGHT
AT THE SONNEMAN SHOWROOM | THE NEW YORK DESIGN CENTER | 200 LEXINGTON AVE NYC 10016
DALLAS MARKET CENTER | 2100 STEMMONS FREEWAY, DALLAS, TX 75207, TM 4804
VISIT IN PERSON OR CONTACT US FOR A VIRTUAL MEETING.

www.sonnemanawayoflight.com
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